[What does a hospital building tell?].
Hospital architecture may be seen as an artistic expression and interpreted as such. In general, architecture is more dependent than other form of art on external forces: The requested function of the building normally puts important constraints on the implementation of architectural ideas. In addition, buildings are often rebuilt and altered in ways that make a retrospective analysis of the basic ideas behind them difficult. Hospital buildings usually reflect the state of the art of medicine at the time of construction or reconstruction, and their architecture should be interpreted in the light of the medical setting of the time. Other elements and influences, such as general views on health and sickness, religion, economy, style etc. should also be taken into consideration. This article discusses examples that show some of the possible pitfalls when we attempt to give a cultural interpretation of hospital buildings. The conflict between charity and rationality seems to be a basic problem in modern hospitals, an example is given where this conflict is reflected in the architecture.